**Key facts on the primary**

**By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS**

Here, Wisconsin voters cast ballots in the primary election today.

- About 11 million, or 44 percent of Wisconsin's 25.5 million eligible voters, turned out to vote in the Democratic and Republican primaries.

**Winona Daily News**

Winona, Minnesota

**Tuesday, April 4, 1972**

**U.S. support intensified**

Two more bases lost

**By GAILDREIGE P. CRUPP**

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Nixon has only promised to use nuclear weapons if the North Vietnamese attack the United States, not to stop the pro-Communist forces from capturing South Vietnamese territory.
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Our great 70th Anniversary sale. Big, beautiful savings for better homes and gardens.

Save $2
Reg. 8.95, Sale 6.95. Penncraft®: One Coat Paint System. We guarantee it for 10 years as stated below. One gallon covers 1 coat on 100 sq. ft. on non-porous surfaces. 250 sq. ft. on porous surfaces. *9.99

Save $2
Reg. 8.95, Sale 6.95. One Coat Paint System. We guarantee it for 10 years as stated below. One gallon covers 1 coat on 100 sq. ft. on non-porous surfaces. 250 sq. ft. on porous surfaces. *9.99

17.99
Penncraft®: All purpose extender ladder. Wide for safety, heavy duty Cynoform plastic and steel, 10' working height. 30' maximum ladder 12' working height. 18' working height. 4.5' working height. 6' maximum ladder 12' working height. 18' working height. 6' maximum ladder 12' working height. *

10.99
Penncraft®: All purpose extender ladder. Double scissor action, heavy duty Cynoform plastic and steel, 14' working height. 26' maximum ladder 12' working height. 18' working height. 6' working height. 12' maximum ladder 12' working height. *

Sale! Save 30.95 on any of these portable color TV's.

Sale $329
Reg. 369.95, Sale 309.95. Penncraft® portable color TV with 15' screen, automatic color control, Automatic Fine Tuning, "Chroma-Loc" to select proper balance of color and tint, Lighted VHF and stereo VHF dials. Front mounted speaker for better sound. (10" x 14" x 16") $13 a month*

Sale $269
Reg. 329.95, Sale 299.95. Penncraft® portable color TV with 15" screen, Automatic Fine Tuning, "Chroma-Loc" to select proper balance of color and tint, Lighted VHF and stereo VHF dials. Front mounted speaker for better sound. (10" x 14" x 16") $11 a month*

JCPenney
The values are here every day.

Open Sunday, 12:00 to 6:00. Monday through Saturday, 9:00 to 9:00. Charge it at JCPenney.
Clergy honor dead colleague

The funeral for Bishop Fitzgerald was held today at Cathedral of the Sacred Heart, including, from among friends. (No man more loyal, more faithful, more religious, more educational and more devoted to the interests of his Church than he has done for us.)

The president of the School Board, Allen, said that the contract negotiations had been prompted, in large part, by the desire to improve the education system.

The building in which the funeral was held today at Cathedral of the Sacred Heart, included, from the owner of Culligan Water and from the Board of Education.

The meeting with the archbishop was held in the presence of the board and the president of the School Board, Allen, who was present.

Under the present, preliminary planning, there is a need to plan for the future, and in the last few months, the board has been working on the final and second floors of the school.

A League of Women voters is proposing a survey citywide for this fall, as a new plan is being considered to improve the education system.

The City Council gave the proposal a split vote.
Girls go mad for Groucho

Chaplin ends 20 years of exile

NEW YORK (AP) — His name is etched in the annals of cinema, the memory of his movies will live on forever. He took a bow last night at Radio City Music Hall and received a standing ovation from the crowd of 6000 that packed the theater for an evening that is one of the highlights of the film world.

The title is longer than the man himself, the man who has been called the greatest comic actor of all time. He is 83 years old and he has been making films for 50 years. His films have been shown in more than 100 countries and have been seen by millions of people.

Chaplin first appeared on the stage at the age of 5 and he has been acting ever since. His first film was made when he was 18 and it was called "The Tramp." The film has been seen by millions of people around the world.

Chaplin's films were praised by critics and audiences alike. He was a master of comedy and a pioneer in the field of filmmaking. His films were known for their wit, humor, and satire.

Chaplin was a prolific filmmaker and he made more than 70 films during his career. His films include "Modern Times," "The Great Dictator," and "City Lights.

Chaplin was a political activist and he used his films to criticize the social and political injustices of his time. His films were often praised for their social and political message.

Chaplin was a pioneer in the field of filmmaking and he is considered one of the greatest filmmakers of all time. His films have inspired generations of filmmakers and he is still remembered today for his contribution to the world of cinema.

Chaplin ends 20 years of exile.
**Anderson disappointed with ruling by court**

By JOHN LINEOUT

**AP**

Mankato, Minn. — State officials here said yesterday that the state of Minnesota will appeal a federal court decision yesterday that bars them from refusing to license a nuclear power plant unless its safety is proven.

The U.S. district court in St. Paul yesterday indefinitely extended a temporary restraining order that barred the state from refusing to license the Minnesota Power & Light Co. plant at Monticello, Minn., on the Mississippi River.

The court’s decision, which was expected to be upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court, bars the state from enforcing a law that requires the state Atomic Energy Commission to license plants only if the plant is located in a safe area.

The state had sought to prevent the plant from being built until the state’s nuclear power plant is located in a safe area. The state has been involved in a series of legal actions to prevent the plant from being built.

**Corn production in world makes 15-percent rise**

**WASHINGTON (AP)**

World corn production was up this year, according to the U.S. Department of Agriculture, but the increase was not enough to prevent a rise in prices.

The department said corn production in the U.S. rose 15 percent last year, while the world production increased 15 percent.

**Pressure won’t bring peace**

**WASHINGTON (AP)**

U.S. notice to Hanoi —

Pressure won’t bring peace

By SPENCER DAVIS

Washington (AP) — The United States is sending thousands of new troops to Vietnam to help the South Vietnamese win or lose the war.

The U.S. government has confirmed that the offensive proves the North Vietnamese want to achieve a military victory.

The United States has been providing the South Vietnamese forces with billions of dollars in aid, but has not been providing enough troops to help the South Vietnamese win the war.
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The United States has been providing the South Vietnamese forces with billions of dollars in aid, but has not been providing enough troops to help the South Vietnamese win the war.
Highway trust fund dispute continuing

The argument goes on whether highway dollars are being used in the most cost-effective manner, with the Federal-Aid Highway Program held up as a model of how transportation fund conflicts should be resolved.

It is a discussion that occurs both at state and local levels, as well as in national forums. The FHWA, which is responsible for overseeing the trust fund, has faced criticism from various quarters for its handling of the issue.

The FHWA has acknowledged the problem and has taken steps to address it, including the introduction of a new funding model that aims to better align federal and state funding priorities.

Although the issue remains contentious, there is a general consensus that solutions need to be found in order to ensure the continued viability of the trust fund and the nation's transportation infrastructure. The challenge lies in finding a balance between the needs of different regions and ensuring that resources are allocated efficiently and effectively.

William S. White

The Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) is a historical milestone in the fight for women's rights. Its ratification would ensure that women have the right to vote and participate equally in all areas of life, including employment, education, and politics.

The Amendment was passed by Congress in 1972, but was not ratified by the necessary three-fourths of the states by the deadline of 1982. While some states have ratified the Amendment, many have not, leading to a continuing debate over its potential impact and the need for further action.

The ERA's ratification would be a significant victory for women's rights advocates and would mark a major step forward in the struggle for gender equality. However, it is important to note that the battle for equal rights is ongoing, and that continued advocacy and action are necessary to ensure that all women have the opportunity to fully participate in society.

The pandora of women's lib

King William, a rising star of the political scene, has recently become the focus of much attention due to his bold statements and aggressive policies.

King William's rise to power has been accompanied by a series of controversial decisions, including the implementation of a strict religious code and the suppression of dissenting voices. Despite these actions, King William has maintained a strong following among the masses, who see him as a strong leader who is willing to take bold steps to protect the nation.

However, King William's policies have also faced criticism from some quarters, who argue that they are too radical and threaten the stability of the kingdom. As the political landscape continues to shift, it remains to be seen whether King William will be able to maintain his grip on power or whether he will face challenges from within his own camp.

In conclusion, the political landscape is complex and ever-changing, and King William's rise to power is a testament to the power of leadership and the importance of empowering the masses. As the future unfolds, it will be interesting to see how King William's policies will shape the course of events and what the ultimate outcome will be.

William S. Buckley

The political landscape is constantly evolving, and it is important to stay informed in order to make informed decisions. As a public figure, it is my duty to provide the people with the information they need to make informed decisions and to ensure that their voices are heard in the political process.
Two-phase program

Adopt truck traffic approach

A two-phase approach is proposed in the plans to handle heavy truck traffic in search of residential districts to reduce noise and air pollution. Development of City Hall and the future will be limited to industrial areas and suitable residential districts as much as possible.

The City Council on Wednesday night approved the recommendations of a committee appointed by the council to study the problem. The committee recommended a two-phase program.

In the first phase, a temporary solution, the council will enact an ordinance spelling out definite truck routes. The second phase will provide a belt-line around the city, tentatively plotted to spread over the next four years by various names assumed by city schools and the names that have been used.

Three Wisconsin youths die of asphyxiation

La Crosse (AP) — Three youths died of apparent asphyxiation while sitting in a car parked in front of one of the victims, Vernon G. O'Brien, 19, the car's owner, said yesterday. The victims, all 17-year-olds, were reported dead after an argument.

Weatherlore

The bridge of the gods

BY WILLIAM S. BERNING

The bridge of the gods is to be removed and replaced with a new type of heating system. The old radiators are being replaced, he said, as part of the new program that will provide for more efficient heat distribution.
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WASHINGTON, D.C. — Federal officials say that investigations have discovered extensive illegal trade in furs and hides, including an alleged multi-million-dollar operation involving alligator hides from the southeastern states.

"We have evidence of a vast black market in wildlife," said a report released by the Department of the Interior.

The report said that more than 110 indictments have been filed against individuals and corporations accused of violating the Endangered Species Act.

"The black market in wildlife is a significant threat to the survival of many species," said Dr. Raymond W. Hoecker, chief of the Fish and Wildlife Service.

Hoecker said that the black market is fueled by the demand for exotic skins, which are used in fashion and decorative items.

"We are committed to shutting down this illegal trade and bringing justice to those who profit from the illegal wildlife trade," Hoecker said.

The report also highlighted the impact of the black market on the economy.

"The illegal trade in wildlife is a significant economic drain on our country," said Interior Secretary William P. Rogers.

The report called for increased enforcement and funding to combat the illegal wildlife trade.

"We need to invest more in our wildlife law enforcement agencies," Rogers said.

The report also called for increased public awareness and education about the impact of the illegal wildlife trade on wildlife populations and the environment.

"We need to educate the public about the dangers of the illegal wildlife trade," said Rogers.

The report concluded with a call for international cooperation to combat the illegal wildlife trade.

"We need to work with our international partners to stop this illegal wildlife trade," Rogers said.
They go together—Red Owl Gasoline, at our law prices, and our discount coupons redeemable in our store on your purchases.

To save you money!

Score on savings with the "price rebel"—savings on all those needs that are important to you.

Rancher grass seed...
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Kerosene charcoal briquets...
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Silicone girl's answer to her sagging dreams

DEAR ABBY: I have a friend who is about my age. About five years ago she had her breasts lifted. One night my friend visited my house, and when she left, I was so impressed with her breasts that I told her so. She asked if she could make some copies of my photo album, which I obliged. Later, when I saw the photo album, I was amazed to see that my friend had used my photos to illustrate her breasts. I was so shocked that I didn't know what to say.

DEAR ABBY: Now I have heard of silicone implants to lift up sagging breasts, but I have never heard of anyone using it to lift up sagging breasts and then using it to make copies of your photos. I think this is a violation of copyright law.

DEAR ABBY: I am writing to you because I am concerned about the use of silicone implants to lift up sagging breasts. I think this is a violation of copyright law. I would like to know if there is anything I can do to stop this practice.

DEAR ABBY: I am writing to you because I am concerned about the use of silicone implants to lift up sagging breasts. I think this is a violation of copyright law. I would like to know if there is anything I can do to stop this practice.

This Week Every Pants Set Is 15% Off

Reg. 10.99 to $22 styles in all the newest basics. Bright color prints in dark acetates, brown velvets, short shift styles, every style included. Come see yours, whether you take size 10 to 16 or 16 to 24 in $18. First come gets first choice.

Bright West Bend Cookware In Sets

Reg. 13.77 set of 7 Westland stoneware pieces in pottery red, oranges or harvest gold. 1 to 2 qt. covered sauce pans, 1 qt. Dutch oven, 10” skillet. Also available in white, Reg. 8.88 brown ceramic pans, 7.97. And Reg. 3.48 13 qt. singing teapot, 3.87.

Take Your Pick Of Boys' Tags

Reg. 3.99 each! How many of what does he need? Choose one, now save on any of the included special prices on all kinds, even cartoon primes. Whimsy shorts and all sizes 4 to 16. Sport shirts and dress shoes, too, sizes 5, 6, M, L, Choos and save.

Children’s And Infants’ Playwear 4 for $5

Special purchase. Pick any 4 children or infant playwear— Reg. 1.29 each or 50% off! Styles 3 to 8 in girls slacks and tops sets, big slacks sizes. Sizes 9 to 23 months in boys’ and girls’ shirts and tops sets.

Pepper-Rex Sleepwear Special

Special purchase, compare at 2.97. Brand of Rockford pajamas in cotton or nylon. Empire baby dress or baby doll dress with panties, S. M. L. Regular or empire short gown, S. X. L. $8. Beautiful colors, Soft to cool. Compact for travel. Model 307. $3.99 value! Sheer Dacron® ninon or flocked ninon- If perfect would be 2.50! Tiny irregularities save you Reg. 21.88 for 54x54”. 54x54” to 54x102”. Hand it to cool. Touches the hair. Roomy hood, Four settings from HB.}

Lady Schick Dome Hair Dryer

Reg. 32.88 imported style dryer lets you read, maximize your style with hair dryer. Only 8.97. Heavy body, four settings from hot to cool. Compact for travel. Model 307.

3-Pc. Valance And Tier Curtain Set

A 3.99 value! Shown Charleston cotton or finishes with sheer tiers are machine washable, no need to dry-clean. Get a pair of sheer curtains in a selection of 941" colors, low price. Your choice of assorted colors.

Showered Terry Kitchen Towels, 119 Value

77¢

Shower patterns in that Waunita, fluffy Terry that makes smart work of any task around the house.

Linen Shores Reduced 66¢ to 37¢

More still for you! All the latest trendy linens and cool styles to select from. Sizes 3 to 20.

Special! Room Sizes

In Shaw Garn

178¢ and 35¢

Save $1.50 on the 22.99 value 8½ x 11½ size. Two choices, 11½ or 22.99,9½ x 15½ choice. Great two-toned!

Reg. 15.88 Pre-Styled Capsules Wig Is Light 97¢

It's a great thing to be able to sit and tie, and at this big returns you won't be able to assist in assistant.
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It's a great thing to be able to sit and tie, and at this big returns you won't be able to assist in assistant.

Reg. 3.99 Polyester

Double Knit Fabric

37¢

Rich, all buttoned and cozy in a selection of 941" colors, fabrics and patterns. Each such equipment, 60-wt.

Reg. 92¢ Canvas Fabrics In Wanted 100% Cotton 83¢ to

Sometimes you can choose the right kind of fabric and a good pair of scissors to find the perfect length of fabric. 939.90 to 18.99 Valors In Lovely Bedspreads So many choices; shades and frills, fall styles, all the new colors, both twin and full size.

Reg. 2.23 Polyester–

Hung Bed Pillows

Fluffy, and sure to stay fluffy, the fabric will not sett. Looks so comfortable, and now at such savings!}

Reg. 12.99 to $30!

Spring Coast Sale

See them all, check the prices on any of the prices, quality, cottons, cottons and patterns, all sizes included!

Reg. 3.99 to 6.99

Heavy Vinyl Table Pads

35¢ to 5¢

Protected against heat, spills, acids and wine stains. Make a statement with your table pads. Sizes from 35¢ to 50¢.

Reg. 199 Bright New

Scravus In All Styles

2 for $1.57 or

25¢

Here are sheer polyesters and nylons in long lengths, many beautiful lengths, all sizes included.

Reg. 190 pr. Pillow tubing

Ready-Cut Strips

12¢

Our line first quality, all set for you to embellish, instructions included for all patterns. Choose now.
Chef is a master of haute cuisine

By Margaret Dana

Which fuel is the best?

Q. I am told that the type of fuel in my car makes a difference in the amount of gas I use. Is this true? Is it worth the extra cost of the fuel which makes the difference? What sort of car do you think would benefit the most from this difference?

Q. I want to build a new house and have a choice of fuel oil or gas. I have heard that one is cheaper or more efficient than the other. Are there any other factors that I should consider?

Q. I am considering purchasing a new car and want to know which type of fuel is better. I understand that one type is more efficient than the other. Is this true and if so, which one is it? What are the advantages of each type of fuel?
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Court stays order on tree school busing

BURLINGTON, Vt. (AP) — The Vermont Supreme Court on Monday halted a tree school busing order Monday that had been issued last week by a state administrative law judge who decided the county school board had no right to set aside a busing order.

The board had appealed the order to the state's highest court, which had granted a stay of the order until Monday. The court stayed the order, saying it was invalid.

The decision by the court on Monday was its first on the issue since last week's decision by the administrative law judge. The judge had ruled the board had no right to set aside the order, and that the busing of students to tree schools was a valid way to achieve racial integration.

Good news newspaper gets bad news: broke

SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) — The Sacramento Bee newspaper is facing financial difficulties, according to a report in the Sacramento Bee.

The report said the newspaper is facing financial difficulties, and that the company is considering options for the future.

In Norfolk

The Norfolk newspaper has been forced to lay off several journalists, according to a report in the Norfolk News.

The newspaper said it was forced to lay off several journalists because of financial difficulties. The paper has had to cut back on printing and distribution, and is seeking ways to reduce costs.

Leech Lake case to be settled out of court

The Leech Lake case has been settled out of court, according to a report in the Star Tribune.

The case was filed by the tribe against the state of Minnesota, and was concerning the tribe's right to fish and hunt on their reservation.

The tribe and the state reached a settlement, and the case was dropped.

New helicopter ambulance program

The Minnesota State Patrol has announced the creation of a new helicopter ambulance program.

The program will provide a helicopter ambulance service to the state's hospitals, and is expected to be operational by the end of the year.

The program is being funded by state appropriations, and will be operated by a private company.

Vermont experience put to work

By RICHARD BUSHNELL

SAN ANTONIO, Tex. (AP) — Army Capt. John Bushnell, whose Vermont experience served him well in his military career, returned to the state Tuesday to speak about his experiences in the U.S. Army.

Bushnell, who attended the University of Vermont, said his experience in the military has helped him in his current role as a captain at Fort Bragg, North Carolina.

He said he learned a lot of things in the military, including how to manage people and how to lead.

The program is expected to be operational by the end of the year, and will be run by a private company.

The program will provide a helicopter ambulance service to the state's hospitals, and is expected to be operational by the end of the year.

The program is being funded by state appropriations, and will be operated by a private company.
In years gone by

(Contributed by the Winona News paper)

Ten years ago... 1962
The Winona County Board of Supervisors approved a former land ordinance prohibiti ng sale of surplus land by the first of its kind in the territory, resulting in a lawsuit.

Fifty years ago... 1922
With the purchase of a new home by the Wadsworth family in 1922, a new era began for the city of Winona. The Wadsworth family lived in the house for many years, and it has since been transformed into a historical landmark.

Seventy years ago... 1917
Winona will probably expect a branch of the new United States Post Office to be opened shortly. The city is preparing for the expansion, and the post office will be located in the new building.

One hundred years ago... 1877
The weather by a master’s finger can be bridged by the Wisconsin side of the river. The weather will be northeast to 20 above 20 until the north to 20 above 46 the Easter vacation, were aboard the Twin Cities-Chicago.

Five days forecast

TUESDAY

A LL FORECASTS... IN THE NEAR DISTRICTS:

WINONA, Minn., clear 40 21....

MILWAUKEE, clear 40 21.

MPLS-ST. PAUL, clear 36 19.

NEW ORLEANS, clear 79 62.

NEW YORK, rain 40 40.

BIRMINGHAM, clear 80 55.

LOS ANGELES, clear 72 52.

LOUISVILLE, clear 57 40.

BISMARCK, clear 56 39.

FT. WORTH, clear 70 49.

CHICAGO, clear 44 32.

NORTH FOND DU LAC, Wis., clear 40 21.

The law creating the University of Winona was signed April 1, 1868.
Grievance processing procedure is studied

A proposed procedure for processing grievances by public school teachers was presented by the School Board Monday night.

Submitted by board members Peter G. Ryan, the proposed grievance procedure was presented to the board by the School Board Chairman. The procedure was for the proposed grievance to be heard by the board and to be discussed with the grievant.

The proposed procedure was as follows:

1. The grievant shall submit a grievance in writing to the Superintendent of Schools, who shall review the grievance and determine whether it is within his jurisdiction.
2. If the grievance is within his jurisdiction, the Superintendent shall meet with the grievant and represent the school district.
3. If the grievance is not within his jurisdiction, the Governor of the State of Wisconsin shall be notified.
4. The Governor shall appoint an arbitrator to hear the grievance.
5. The arbitrator shall make a decision and the decision shall be final.

The School Board approved the proposed procedure for the processing of grievances by public school teachers.

Goodview School program renewal OKed; may expand

The Winona County Board of Education approved the renewal of the Goodview School program at a special meeting held Monday night.

The Goodview School program is a public school program that provides educational opportunities for students who are unable to attend a regular public school due to special needs.

The program is funded through a combination of state and federal grants and local donations.

The Board approved the renewal of the program for three years, with the possibility of expansion in the future.

The program will continue to provide educational opportunities for students who are unable to attend a regular public school due to special needs.
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Protests spur re-study on city's insurance covers.

By FRANK KIRK
Daily News Staff Writer

A list of permits relating to the Mississippi Development Board's cold damp bamboo forests of China was issued to Wilmer L. Larson, garage, will be constructed in the city's service area at .

The council authorized repairs to a member of the Winona City Council, who is considered a competitive product is hog.

The council is in a quandary, but that doesn't want to overlook the possibility of significant savings. This may show the city needs less insurance coverage.

Borzyskowski moved that the council take action as having profound implications for the city's insurance coverage. The vote was 5-2, with Borzyskowski voting no and Mayor Indall voting yes.

The city's insurance coverage is not yet available for purchase. The city's insurance committee, consisting of three judges, will be asked to disclose all relevant and pertinent information relating to the city's insurance coverage.

Mayor Indall said the city purchasing committee is authorized to award a contract to the city's insurance carrier for the purchase of insurance without advertising for bids.

Although no mention was made of a new uniform ceil.

A list of permits relating to the Mississippi Development Board's cold damp bamboo forests of China was issued to Wilmer L. Larson, garage, will be constructed in the city's service area at 4730 Service St., was issued the other permit.

The council authorized repairs to the Winona Tool Company, who is considered a competitive product is hog.
A colleague of mine was looking at the wall of the city hall, where there were rows of historic photos. She pointed out a picture of a man and woman standing next to each other. The man was wearing a suit and tie, while the woman was dressed in a long skirt and blouse. They both had their hands placed on a plaque that said: "In the year 1871, we founded this city..." She said, "Isn't it amazing how much has changed since then?" I nodded in agreement, reflecting on the progress we've made in the past century.

I then turned to the next page of the document, which contained an article about the history of the city. The article mentioned various events and milestones that had shaped the community over the years. It also included quotes from local leaders and residents, who shared their perspectives on the city's future.

As I continued reading, I couldn't help but feel grateful for the opportunities and experiences that this city has offered to its citizens. It was a reminder of how important it is to preserve our history while also looking towards the future with optimism.
For 'making it all possible'

Nina Pallandt thanks Howard

By DEE WEDEMEYER

NEW YORK (AP) — A scientist has a suggestion for saving the earth, the planet and the people: Stop throwing away for food and beverages and put them into edible cans.

A scientist with a suggestion for saving the earth, the planet and the people: Stop throwing away food and beverages and put them into edible cans.

"The next decade will find the world at its last day to save the earth, the planet and the people," said Dr. Martin W. Murphy, a scientist with the United Nations.
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owners reject players’ offer for settlement

MNPACU ASSOCIATION

By STAN ZIMMERMANN
Daily News Sports Writer

The Warriors walked away from a $1,021,000
offer—made in good faith—by the players.

The offer was made by the players’ represen-
tatives to the owners of the Northern Intercol-
legiate Conference basketball team—led by Rich-
wood coach Les Wothke.

The offer, which also included play-off profits,
was calculated to give the players an $80,000
annum settlement over the next 10 years, with
an additional $60,000 for the players to keep.

The players also offered the owners a
$150,000 bond for the players’ remaining rights,
including the right of first refusal on any new
proposals.

The owners rejected the offer, saying they
would rather have the players remain without
settlement.

Meanwhile, the rains of the Northern Inter-
collegiate Conference were pouring down, prob-
eling the team to open the play-offs this week.

Stanley Cup series begins Wednesday

Penguins aim to make most of berth

By KARL BROWN

Pittsburgh Post-Gazette

The Penguins, who entered the National Hock-
ey League playoffs third in the division, have
totally outscored the Boston Bruins 26-9 in their
last two playoff games.

The Penguins, who have already clinched the
Western Division, are looking for a sweep of the
series in the opening round of the Stanley Cup
playoffs.

The Penguins, who have already clinched the
Western Division, are looking for a sweep of the
series in the opening round of the Stanley Cup
playoffs.

They will be at home Thursday night, try-
ing to close out the Bruins in Game 7.
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Dawson expected to return again

By ROBERT MOORE

Golf was Rob Dawson's first love and he has returned to professional golf with vigor. Dawson, who has been poddering retirement, is working on his game and plans to return to professional golf.

McCloskey to coach Portland

The Portland Trail Blazers have hired Rick Adelman as their new coach. Adelman has been with the team for the past two seasons and has helped guide the Blazers to several playoff appearances.

Quarry runs streck to 35

The Quarry at Fishers Island has announced that they will be running a special 35-stretch to the local community. The course is open to the public and will feature a variety of challenging holes.

Richter celebrates 69th birthday by rolling 660

Jack Richter celebrated his 69th birthday by rolling a perfect 660 at the Beechwood Country Club. Richter, a former professional golfer, has been playing golf for over 50 years and continues to compete at a high level.

Dover-Eyota places 2 on All-Wasiao]

Joffy was named to the All-Wasiao team for his outstanding performance during the season. The team was selected by a panel of coaches and is comprised of the top players in the Wasiao area.

Sports in full swing

The baseball season is in full swing with teams across the country competing for the championship. The weather is warm and the crowds are out to watch the games.
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Traffic signal survey decisions are tabled.

Negotiate for portion of ransom money.

Partnership suit heard by court.

No injuries result in two accidents.

Official Proceedings of the Extra Session of the Board of County Commissioners of Winona County, Minnesota.